WHY ISABELLA DAM RAISING IS BAD FOR PEOPLE AND WILDLIFE LIVING BEHIND THE DAM
Imagine a flood in the Kern River Valley. A record snowpack year followed by a suddenly warm
thaw. We have seen it before. In 2017, we had a relatively minor flood that closed Sierra Way
near the South Fork Kern River Bridge for months. Now, imagine a dam that is 16-feet higher
than it is now, and a similar flood event. Imagine an impassable roadway over BOTH the South
Fork Kern River and the French Gulch Bridges. The main roads to Kernville and Wofford Heights
could be closed for months. The 4,000 people living in Kernville and Wofford Heights would be
orphaned by the county being unable to escape with portions of Burlando Road under water too.
The only way out of the Kern Valley might be over Hwy 155, but it can be impassable for most
vehicles through the winter months. Imagine the lake sides of Wofford Heights and Mountain Mesa and South
Lake being completely under water. Homes, businesses, parks, wiped away, never to recover. Tourism
completely obliterated for a season or more. Imagine having no recourse to recover your losses because this
was an official government project designed to keep us “safe.” You may not have to imagine it for long, because
the dam project that is happening right now could make that nightmare a reality in the near future.
Sequoia ForestKeeper (SFK) has always questioned why additional 16-feet increase in height of Isabella dam is
necessary. If safety for the metropolis of Bakersfield were the reason, how does increasing the amount of water
behind the dam increase safety in the event of catastrophic failure? Doesn’t that put Bakersfield more firmly in
the cross-hairs for a Johnstown1 type flood? An issue that has been ignored in the millions of dollars’ worth of
environmental and engineering documents has been consideration for the people of the Kern River Valley who
live behind the dam.
Isabella Reservoir increased storage capacity could hold approximately 2.1 million acre-feet of water which
would eliminate many established recreation facilities and leave all of the reservoir-side campgrounds under
water. SFK believes this is a waste that will destroy extremely expensive infrastructure for such short-term
storage. It would also affect the economy by reducing tourism.
Nature would also suffer as the increased water would flood the South Fork Wildlife Area and Audubon Kern
River Preserve and much of the land that has conservation easements purchased to protect the endangered
willow flycatcher and yellow-billed cuckoo and farmland. The private lands would be taken without
compensation and historical buildings destroyed. Less wildlife habitat and access would eliminate nature
tourism, which bring valuable respectful tourists to the Kern River Valley who stay in hotels, spend money at our
stores, eat at our fine restaurants, and do not litter.
Citizen safety? The increased storage would cause inundation of 20.8 miles of main highways and access roads
which are the only lifelines out of the valley during catastrophic flood events. Does the chance of dam failure,
however remote, mean that the lives of the residents of the Kern River Valley are expendable during far more
common behind the dam flooding?
Sequoia ForestKeeper is dedicated to protecting the southern Sierra Nevada watershed. All public land behind
the dam above the water line is owned and managed by the Sequoia National Forest. The forest in the South
Fork Wildlife Area will be under water, but our greatest concern is for the residents of the valley behind the
dam, whose homes will be damaged and access roads cut off.
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) educational material states, all dams seep! Does this mean that all earthen
dams should increase their weight bearing load by four times the volume of water held behind them?
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If dam seepage were the real problem then why didn’t the Corps recommend the cost effective method of
shotcreting the unconsolidated material below the auxiliary dam structure to mitigate the potential for
liquefaction?
All of the reasons stated by the Corps to raise the dam appear to be untrue, and the people of the Kern River
Valley deserve better. The taxpayers of the United States deserve better. This and the other proposed damraising projects are boondoggles that should be fought.
There are plenty of natural lakes and marshes in the San Joaquin Valley that could be re-established, which
would solve much of the groundwater overdraft problems and subsidence problems that plague the valleys and
benefit agricultural areas by recharging depleted aquifers. These areas always fill during flood years, no matter
what efforts are used to attempt to hold back the water. Water stored underground does not evaporate as
much as above ground storage and is the best hedge against long periods of drought. While it may be too late to
stop this project, our Congressman has plans to expand reservoirs throughout the west and there is time to stop
other projects.
Nature is not something in with to trifle. History is a generous guide that no one seems to be willing to read
anymore.
We requested maps from the Army Corps of Engineers and Kern County Flood and Engineering and found that
none exist. Review the Kern River Valley inundation maps created by Sequoia ForestKeeper to see why the KRV
is in danger from the Army Corps of Engineers project that is raising the height of Isabella Dam by 16-feet.

Figure 1. Inundation zones for various heights of the reservoir behind Isabella Dam.

Figure 2. Inundation map for Mtn. Mesa and South Lake. Notice most of Hwy 178 will be underwater.

Figure 3. The impacts to the communities of Wofford Heights and Kernville. Note how much of Highway 155, Burlando Road, and Sierra
Way will be underwater. No escape during a flood!

Figure 4. Weldon inundation zone. All of the lands that taxpayer dollars funded for wildlife protection will be underwater along with South
Fork Valley homes and historical structures. Note how much of Hwy 178 and Sierra Way will be underwater. No escape during a
catastrophic flood.

Figure 5. Orange color is the critical habitat for endangered birds along the South Fork Kern River Forest. Notice the inundation spreads
over Fay Ranch Road, cutting off the entire community.
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